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According to previous studies, Eurasian otters are capable of moving long

distance (Kruuk 1995). However, in a study on the spatial organization of Eurasian

otters along 2 river systems in eastern Kinmen, Hung et al. (2004) found no

individual moving across the 2 river systems within 1 year, even though these 2 river

systems were only 2 km apart and had no topological barrier between them. Genetic

information of 7 microsatellite loci also revealed that gene flow of otters between

these 2 river systems was limited, and that the tendency of genetic differentiation

was higher in females. Thus, we intended to examine the fine scale population

structure of otters in the entire Kinmen and dispersal pattern of female versus male

otters using noninvasive molecular method, i.e. examination of the genetic

information of otters by genotyping DNA extracted from spraints collected from the

entire Kinmen using 15 microsatellite markers (Huang et al., 2005).

 According to topography and distribution of inland waters, we divided Kinmen into

5 regions (NE, SE, NW, SW, M) and collected 362 fresh spraints of otters from 13

sampling sites in April and August 2003, and February 2004 (Fig. 1)。

 We used 15 microsatellite markers and SRY primer in identification of individual

genotype and sex typing.

We used noninvasive molecular methods to investigate the fine scale population structure and to trace the movement pattern of Eurasian otters (Lutra Lutra) in

Kinmen. We collected fresh spraints of otters from 13 sites in April and August 2003, and February 2004. DNA of 362 spraints was extracted and genotyped by 15

microsatellite markers and SRY gene. Fifty-six individuals, including 33 males and 23 females were identified based on the results of genotyping. These otters could

be divided into 4 subpopulations on a fine scale basis. We used a genetic distance matrix to analyze the degree of genetic differentiation between these subpopulations

and found that female otters show a higher tendency of differentiation. Furthermore, we found only 6 of 56 individuals moved between different subpopulations, and

5 of them were males. Therefore, we concluded that the otter population in Kinmen shows a sex-biased dispersal pattern.
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Table 2: Global Relatedness value of otters in Kinmen and R significant value of  

otters between different regions

a : All individuals b : Only females

Global R = 0.5 Global R = 0.64

NE SE NW SW NE SE NW SW

NE - 0.2 0.66 0.62 NE - 0.35 0.9 0.86

SE NS - SE * - 0.63 0.76

NW ** ** - NW *** ** -

SW ** ** * - SW *** *** *** -

c : Only males

Global R = 0.49

NE SE NW SW

NE - 0.1 0.55 0.67

SE NS - 0.47 0.57

NW ** * - 0.46

SW ** ** * -

Materials and Methods

Results

Table 1: Number and sex of otters identified in each of the 5 regions of Kinmen.

Regions Total number Male Female

NE 19 11 8

SE 11 4 7

NW 11 6 5

SW 9 7 2

M 6 5 1

 We extracted DNA successfully from 233/362 spraints (success rate = 64%), and

identified 56 genotypes (33 males, 23 females).

 Of the 6 individuals that moved, 5 were males and 1 was female (Table 1, Fig. 2).

Therefore, otters in Kinmen showed a tendency of male-biased dispersal pattern.

+We used the last location of each moving individual as the region where it belonged. 5/6 individuals in M region were moving

individuals.

Fig. 3 Nonparametric multidimensional scaling revealed that otters were divided 

into 4 clusters corresponding to 4 regions except for the M region.

 According to ANOSIM test, otters in Kinmen showed a fine scale population structure  

(Table 2-a). The tendency of genetic differentiation in females was higher than that of 

males (Table 2-b,c).

+ Upper part of the matrix means the R-value between regions, lower part of the matrix means the tendency of genetic 

differentiation. NS: no tendency (R<0.25), * slight tendency (0.25≦R<0.5), ** with tendency (0.5≦R<0.75), *** significant 

tendency (0.75≦R<1) 

 Mean Relatedness values of all individual pairs within any 2 regions were significantly 

higher than that of all individuals pairs between the 2 regions (Table 3). Therefore, gene 

flow between regions were limited.

Table 3 : Significant test of mean Relatedness value between all individual pairs within 

any 2 regions and that between all individual pairs of the 2 regions.

NE SE NW SW

NE - 0.08 0.15 0.15

SE ** - 0.09 0.16

NW *** *** - 0.11

SW *** *** *** -

+Upper of the matrix reveals RWITHIN – RBETWEEN; lower part of the matrix means significant level.(** : p<0.01; ***: p<0.001)

 Mean Relatedness value of all females (N=23) were greater than that of males (N=33) in 

Kinmen, and mean Relatedness value of all females were greater than that of males in 

NE, SE, NW regions (Table 4).  

Conclusions

 Otters in Kinmen showed a fine scale population structure which could be divided

into 4 subpopulations.

 Gene flow of the 4 subpopulations might occur via the M region.

 The tendency of genetic differentiation and the mean Relatedness value were

higher in female and 5 of 6 moving individuals were males. These evidences

suggested a male-biased dispersal pattern in otters of Kinmen.
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Fig. 1: Division of 5 regions and locations of 13 sampling 

sites of otter spraints in Kinmen.
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Fig. 2: Movement pattern of 6 moving individuals. Different colors indicated 

different individuals, and arrows indicated direction of movement.

Table 4 : Significant test of mean Relatedness value of females versus males in overall 

individuals and in 4 regions. 

overall NE SE NW SW

p-value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.047 0.23


